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Introduction
Other people can help get you out the door. Stories or movies can inspire you to take on a
challenge. But only you can motivate yourself, day in and day out, to keep pushing when times
get rough and the task at hand seems impossible.
That is what this eBook is all about. Digging deep and convincing yourself to keep pushing.
After a marathon or ultra, you’ll hear runners repeat to all their friends, “That was the hardest
thing I’ve ever had to do,” and with good reason. For many of us, running for hours on end
really is the hardest physical thing we have ever had to do.
And for what? A medal?
No, you and I know that training for a big race is about much more than the undoubtedly
horrible finish line photo and shiny medal you’ll stuff away after a few months.
But in the moment, when your legs hurt, your mouth is dry, and your mind becomes weak, it is
often hard to remember why it is exactly that you are putting yourself through such voluntary
torture.
In walks the mantra.
You know, that little saying you repeat over and over in your head or out loud. Those simple
little words that you feel certain can’t let you down. That phrase that keeps you going when
nothing else will.
Throughout this eBook we’ll discuss the history behind the mantra, how you can find your own,
and most importantly hear from some of the people who know best what a mantra can do.
Susan Lacke, Jason Fitzgerald, Matt Frazier, Greg Strosaker, Jennifer Heidmann, Meaghan
Stakelin, and myself all share stories of how different running mantras have pulled them
through the toughest of situations. Between the 7 of us, we have countless marathons, several
Boston Qualifying runs, a few 50 milers, an Ironman, and literally thousands of hours out on the
road or trails.
Even if mantras have been your thing for awhile, you won't want to miss the stories and advice
shared throughout this book.
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Just 10 Minutes:
It all started on a 30-mile training run last summer. This
would be my longest training run to date, and I had
meticulously planned and mapped it all out.
The route sent me on 3 loops through Washington, DC’s
Rock Creek Park, which would bring me by my car (or
impromptu aid station) a total of 5 times. I had water and
fuel prepped for speedy transitions each lap, and a plan for
when and what I would be eating. It was race menacing at
its finest. Worries be damned, I was out to conquer this run.
But planning can only do so much during big runs. Just 3
hours in and I was tired, lonely, and ready to quit. Each hill
felt like a mountain and the thought of nearly 2 more hours
alone on the trail felt nearly impossible. And most
horrifically, I was beginning to despise Rock Creek Park (that, of course, quickly faded after this
run).
I looked down at my GPS. Just over a mile before I would reach my car and could grab
something other than just Gu. One more mile. 10 more minutes.
“You can do anything for ten minutes. You can do anything for ten minutes. Just keep moving
Douglass, you can do anything for ten minutes!”
I said those words over and over again without thinking about it. I just needed to keep going
for ten short minutes.
And just like that, my favorite running mantra was born.
With running, everything can change in the matter of just a few minutes. Stomach issues can
subside, that Gu can finally kick in, and you can break through that mental wall. I have found
that if I can keep myself going for 10 minutes, something will be different on the other side.
Sure, I might not feel great, but I know I’ll feel different, and different just might be great.
“You can do anything for ten minutes!”
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Finding Your Mantra
A mantra, as defined by Merriam-Webster is, “A mystical formula of invocation or incantation.”
I love that definition. It feels so magical. But to help understand it a bit better, I broke down
inovation and incantation to come up with my own definition.
Mantra: A mystical formula of words designed to produce a particular effect.
If you are reading this, I’ll assume you already know that running can be really tough. In fact, it
can be downright miserable. That is why most people don’t do it, right?
As runners, we can be pretty dang creative when coming up with ways to make running
through those tough times even slightly less miserable. We train smarter, we take care with
proper nutrition and hydration, we buy the latest and greatest gear and technology, and we use
things like running partners and music to act as a distraction.
Unfortunately, even with all that extra help, we sometimes need a little more. We need an
extra form of confidence to squash the self doubt. We need a way to tell ourselves that we are
capable of the seemingly impossible.
Mantras can do just that.
They can be the mystical formula designed to produce strength in our times of weakness.

A Brief History
The act of reciting mantras goes way back, predating Buddha, to the Vedic tradition from India,
which used them to influence and control the gods. This practice was then adopted by
Buddhism and Hinduism and is commonly used while chanting and reciting prayers.
Even today, we are surrounded by some of the most ancient, yet simple mantras. “Om,” for
example, is a central phrase to both the Hindu and Buddhists traditions, used during meditation
and chanting to honor the universe and all things a part of it. Nowadays, that simple mantra is
chanted by spiritual leaders and new yogis alike.
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What started as a way to honor the gods is now used in everything from religion to business
meetings, by giving people hope, motivation, and inspiration.
Mantras are everywhere. The running community is no exception.

So what makes them so powerful?
Reciting a mantra is a form of meditation, even if you happen to be running up a mountain or
along crowded city streets while doing it.
Our minds are constantly cluttered with thoughts moving in every direction. When we push
through pain during a difficult run, the mind begins to focus on every little sensation that it
feels.
By instead re-focusing your thoughts on uplifting and powerful words or phrases, you will block
out that negative clutter, and fill that space with positive energy.
As Sandra Uyterhoeven puts it in the article Yoga and the Autonomic Nervous System: ReEducating the Mind, “By practicing dhyana mediation (mantra meditation), consistently, we
become imbued with the quality upon which we are meditation, and we change. With
repeated mediation, the quality grows granger in us, until the object of meditation becomes
our reality.”
No matter how incredible the mind may be, it is surprisingly easy to trick. Repeating a simple
mantra can convince the mind of that positive affirmation, helping you to garner strength for
the ultimate goal.
What started thousands of years ago as a religious tradition is now a common secular tool.
Mantras plastered over running pictures are flooding our Twitter and Facebook feeds on a daily
basis, and it is hard to escape companies like NIKE, who have built their brand around mantras
like, “Just Do It.”
We prove their worth daily, as we share them with friends and repeat them on t-shirts and
stickers.
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Keys to Successful Running Mantras:
A quick Google search of “running mantras” will produce thousands of powerful results, but so
many of the recommended mantras would never work for me and may never mean anything to
you either.
Each person reacts to words in a different way, so it is important to remember a few key rules
when creating or finding a mantra that works for you.
1. Keep it simple: A good mantra is easy to understand and remember. The best mantras
should be just as powerful to a 5-year-old as it is a 50-year-old, even if the 50-year-old
has a deeper understand of its importance.
2. Make it personal: If the mantra doesn’t resonate with you, it will be of no help when
you need it. Find a mantra that resonates with your situation and needs. One that
lights a certain spark every time you hear the words.
3. Specific enough to help: “Be good” is a great mantra. It is simple, easy to remember,
and means something to just about anyone, but when I’m struggling at mile 21 just to
put one foot in front of the other, “be good” will do me no good at all.
Running mantras need to be specific enough to help in those dire situations. Have a
warchest of mantras to get yourself through tough situations.
4. Broad enough to be useful: Now, it is important to not take specific to the extreme.
Having a cue word, or word that generates a particular emotion or memory, for a
particular hill or section of trail might be useful, but having one or two general mantras
that work for multiple running situations is better than having to remember 20 specific
mantras tailored for every need.
5. Mix it up: Just like anything motivational, each mantra will only help for so long. Find a
new mantra for every training cycle or year, or have a few filed away that you like to
rotate among. Keeping things fresh is important.
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Where to Find Your Mantra
Ancient Vedic mantras were probably written by gurus, but I do know that you can find your
own from just about anywhere, including cheesy poems and horrible top-40 pop songs.
I asked people on Facebook what their favorite running mantras are. The answers were varied
and unique, I thought I’d share a few.
You have the motivators:

You have the call of duty:

And of course you have catchy song:

In case you are unfamiliar, Sarah’s first song comes from Matthew Wilder’s “Break My Stride.”
Mantras can come from songs, poems, quotes, or just something you happened to say that one
time that has stuck, like my own “10 Minutes” mantra.
The stories below are perfect examples of how we all find our own mantras in different ways.
Whether it is a coach, a partner, or a teeny bopper song that gives you the words you need, go
find them, and garner that inner strength to achieve unthinkable things.
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It’s time to make a decision. What are you going to do? by Jason Fitzgerald
When I started running cross country in high school as a
freshman, the Varsity squad went undefeated during the
regular season and demolished the competition at our
conference meet.
As a not-so-talented runner at the time, I was constantly
impressed at what my teammates accomplished. They were
gifted athletes who created a team environment that
encouraged hard work and (more importantly), a tough race
mentality.
When you raced, you raced hard.
But it was more than just my teammates who encouraged our
mentality - it was our coach. He recognized that racing hurts
and there was no way around it.
Instead of preaching the value of a tough mindset and giving 100% effort, he would ask us one
simple question during hard workouts and races:
It’s time to make a decision. What are you going to do?
He left the decision to us. When things got tough, we had to make a choice. Would we push
through the fatigue and run even faster, or would we wimp out and slow down?
This became my mantra through many of my difficult races in high school, college, and beyond
and helped me push past the pain of racing.
When I passed the 22 mile mark of the 2011 Philadelphia Marathon, I was on pace to run 2:39
but I was suffering. I remember the internal dialogue I had with myself:
I can’t keep doing this. I’ve been out here for over two hours, my quads are cramping, and I
know my form is getting sloppy…
But I’ve trained for months and put in hundreds of hours of preparation for this. What’s another
25 minutes?
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Alright, it’s time to make a decision. What are you going to do?
I persevered and ran a big PR – 2:39:32. That marathon is my proudest running accomplishment
and this seemingly simple mantra helped get me through the most challenging part of the race.
A lot of runners think they need a feel-good, New Age, spunky mantra that motivates or uplifts
them during a tough race. But I’ve found that internal self-motivation is a very difficult thing to
do (especially during a race!).
Instead, present yourself with a decision to make. You’ve done the training. You’ve made it
through most of the race. Now it’s up to you.
It’s time to make a decision. What are you going to do?
Jason Fitzgerald is an author and USA Track & Field certified coach. Get the latest training tips
at Strength Running, or sign up for his free email series on injury prevention and running faster.
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Just a Walk in the Woods by Matt Frazier
The last ultramarathon I ran nearly broke me.
Going in, I didn’t know much about the 50K course, and I hoped to
finish in under five hours for the first time. But eight miles into the
race -- close to two hours after I had started -- I understood what I had
gotten myself into. One of my eight miles had taken me 20 minutes
and another one took 17, on hills so steep that I had often had to pull
myself up by grabbing ahold of trees. That I had even considered a PR
a possibility was laughable.
I was left with two options. One: Quit, utterly humiliated. Two: suffer more than I had ever
suffered in a race (even more than in a 50-miler) … and finish.
With 75 percent of the race still to go and my legs already spent, I chose Door #2.
The funny thing is, as soon as I made my decision, the real suffering ended. Sure, my legs still
hurt. But the feelings of overwhelm, of fear -- of how the hell am I going to move myself 23
more miles? -- melted away in the face of what would become my ultramarathon mantra.
I can keep moving forward. When I can’t run another step, I can walk until I can run again. Even
if it takes me eight more hours to finish, it’s an eight-hour walk in the woods. Things could be
much, much worse than that.
On how many busy, stressful days, stuck inside at a keyboard or a desk, have I craved this very
thing that seemed so impossible?
Just a walk in the woods. Time to think. To meditate. Hell, to listen to an iPod if that’s what it
came to. Quiet, peaceful time to myself, time that’s so important and yet time that I never
seem to carve out.
It didn’t occur to me that there might be a cut-off, and that too much time walking would earn
me a big, fat DNF. But even if they’d have made me stop, I would know that I hadn’t been the
one to quit.
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With my new mantra and the strange calm that came with it, I finished. I even ran a bunch of
the last 10 miles, after taking my time during the middle third of the race. When all was said
and done, it took me over 7 hours, my slowest 50K by an hour and a half ... but I made it. (For
the record, even the winner was up near 5 hours!)
It wasn’t the walking itself that gave me the courage to keep going. Instead, it was the
knowledge that even walking is forward progress, something utterly distinct from quitting.
Just about anyone can go for a walk in the woods.
Matt Frazier is a vegan marathoner and ultrarunner who lives in Asheville, North Carolina. He
blogs at No Meat Athlete, where you can sign up for his free e-course on plant-based nutrition
for endurance sports.
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Strength, Beauty, Love by Jennifer Heidmann
When my children were still young enough to be tucked in at
night, one of my rituals was to lean in and whisper in their ear:
"You are smart and beautiful, and I love you."
Parenting advice books frown on handing out easy
complements to your kids, but I liked the thought of them
drifting off to sleep with those words. Plus, they would always
get this sweet little smile on their face as we shared this
secret moment.
One day in preparation for my first New York City Marathon, I
went on a 20 mile run without my iPod, as I do not like to race
with headphones on. I was running in a quiet place, which
allowed me to go deep into that zone of the long distance
runner where everything else just dissolves and you are your
breath and your aches, and you can just about tap into the
endorphins.
This particular day, my endorphins were playing hard to get.
I started to panic a little, knowing that race day was soon. I was missing my music, which has
been shown to divert attention away from the unpleasant side of hard exercise, and I was
wondering if I could really do this.
On a whim, I said to myself the bedtime phrase which I hope buoys my children through
difficult days and allows them to let their minds rest free at night. "You are smart and beautiful,
and I love you."
I said it over and over, and then found myself switching it to: "you are strong and beautiful, and
I love you". After about a mile of this, I was considering why I run. And in a rather Buddhaesque
fashion, three main reasons became clear: strength, beauty, love.
Running makes me strong. Once in middle school, my cross country coach said the difficult
moments in running prepare you for all the difficult moments in life.
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And running in beautiful places makes me ridiculously happy. Even when I feel lousy, I can
appreciate the loveliness around me. Plus, I really do love running. I have had a serious crush on
it my whole life.
On that day, for the rest of my 20 miler, I repeated these words: Strength. Beauty. Love. And I
took them with me to New York, where the astounding crowds left me blissed out despite my
despair that the last miles in Central Park seemed to be infinite.
Between high-fiving kids on the curb, listening to bands on the street corners, getting goose
bumps from the gospel choir singing on the church steps, and watching the firefighters cheer
for us as we cheered back for them, I repeated these words: Strength. Beauty. Love.
Jennifer Heidmann has been running for 30 years, racing every distance from the 400m to the
marathon. Her next adventure will be tackling her first 50 mile ultramarathon. Jennifer is also a
physician, a pianist, mother of 2.9 teenagers, and author of Redwoods and Running.
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Man the F*ck Up by Susan Lacke
My running mantra is not polite, so if you’re sensitive
to curse words, hide yo’ kids, hide yo’ wife...here’s
what I use when things get really tough:
Man the Fuck Up.
This mantra was a gift from my partner, Neil. Before
my first Ironman triathlon, Neil somehow managed to
covertly place a printed label on the stem of my bike.
On race day, after I got out of the water and exited
transition with my bike, I looked down and saw those
four words. The surprise made me laugh and inspired
me - it was exactly what I needed to get through a
grueling bike leg.
Since then, it’s become a standard response for all
things training and racing in our household:
“I don’t want to do hill repeats today.” “I want you to
man the fuck up. “
“The water’s too cold! How about we go to the indoor pool to swim?” “How ‘bout you man the
fuck up?”
“This race looks hard. I don’t know if I want to register.” “Let’s talk about it over a nice cup of
man the fuck up.”
On race day, when things get tough, I hear Neil’s voice in my head telling me to man the fuck
up. It makes me chuckle, but it also reminds me to be strong, to dig deep and persevere. Those
emotions sound like they’d contradict each other, but humor and tenacity can coexist. In fact,
I’m a better racer when I can correctly harness both.
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Though Neil’s label on my bike has since worn off, the mantra lives on. And yes, I made sure to
return the favor at Neil’s triathlon, where I cheered him on wearing a t-shirt I had specially
made for the occasion:
A love poem for my Ironman:
Roses are red,
Violets are blue,
Man the fuck up.

Susan Lacke is writer from Phoenix, Arizona who isn’t afraid to kick ass and take names while
doing it. When she isn’t writing love poems, she is probably in the pool, on the bike, running
crazy tempo workouts, or day drinking at the bar. “Like” her on Facebook for her latest in
Competitor, Triathlete, and Women’s Running Magazines.
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Breathe in. Breathe out. by Meaghan Stakelin
Breathe in. Breathe out. Breathe in. Breathe out. The calming
words crept into my head as I took my place at the starting line.
I looked down at my well-worn shoes as if they would offer
some quiet reassurance that all would be well. We had traveled
many miles together, those shoes and I, and today was the day
we would try to go a few more. Thirteen point one more, to be
exact. The number sounded enormous. Daunting. A mistake. I
started to hoard questions and doubts into the lump forming at
the top of my throat. Breathe in. Breathe out.
I never thought I would see another starting line. After being
plagued with one injury to the next, a torn left meniscus was
the final shove I needed to realize perhaps long distance
running wasn’t for me. The two years of treatment, recovery,
and aqua-jogging were confidence crippling – let alone painful.
Could I ever run a race again? Should I? Would, “hi, I’m
Meaghan, and I’m a runner,” ever come out of my mouth
again? Breathe in. Breathe Out.
And yet here I was, one among thousands nervously jittering at
the half-marathon starting line. I had signed up in secret, telling only my family members,
desperate to show myself that I could still belong. That I could still be that runner. That that
runner could still be me.
The doctor had cleared my modest training plan and offered his cautious support. My knee had
healed, but whispers of pain still surfaced from time to time. Often enough to make me
question my decision to run at all. But as I put on my race number, I reminded myself that this
race wasn’t for a qualifying time or for rank or even for a finisher’s medal. This race was about
getting over the starting line. And I was terrified. Breathe in. Breathe out.
I don’t even remember the sound of the starting gun, only the silent panic as I saw confetti fill
the air and the masses around me begin to lurch forward. I lurched too. One foot in front of the
other. One trusty running shoe at a time until the beep of my timing chip was the screaming
reality that I had just crossed the start. I felt warm tears well up against the cold wind whipping
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my face. This was it. This was really happening. Time to believe or back out. I briefly brought a
hand to the crinkled 10782 pinned to my stomach and prayed for faith. Breathe in. Breathe out.
The next 13 miles were full of highs and lows of all shapes and sizes. I re-learned how to bob
and weave my way through the heavy traffic of lumbering legs and how to efficiently execute a
water stop. I struggled up hills, struggled on flats, struggled to find a pit stop, and struggled to
keep going. My knee would, from time to time, remind me of why we stopped doing this in the
first place. The firestorm of emotions was completely and utterly distracting. Breathe in.
Breathe out.
Without fail, those simple words had the power to bring calm, clarity, and a brief sense of
control. I had learned them in yoga class – the only form of exercise I could tolerate in the
months after hurting my knee. They made me feel better and had the power to part the sea of
anxiety welled up inside me. And like a security blanket, they were the first thing I reached for
when doubt, panic, and fear surfaced on race day. Breathe in. Breathe out.
If I could just remember to breathe in and breathe out, I knew the rest would fall into place. I
continually focused on repeating the words and repeating the action. Breathe in. Breathe out.
Breathe in big, deep, juicy breaths to calm my mind and drown out the orchestra of nerves.
Breathe out the stress and “what if’s” and “I can’t”s. Breathe in confidence that I trained the
best I could and that I’m exactly where I need to be. Breathe out any excuses to stop, get a cab,
and forgo the finish line.
It went that way for 13 miles. Breathe in. Breathe out. That little mantra delivered my
doubting, tired legs all the way to the end of the race, where all the breathing in the world
couldn’t stop me from crying tears of relief and joy. We had done it. My trusty shoes, tender
knee, running mantra, and I. We had become runners again.
Meaghan Stakelin is a Washington, DC-based freelance writer and ferocious fitness fan. She is
on a mission to try every workout in the city and chronicles her sweat and spandex-infused
misadventures on her blog, DC Fit Crasher. Join the party by visiting the blog and following
along on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram.
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The Flexible and Rarely-Applied Mantra by Greg Strosaker
I was never a big mantra guy until around 2 years ago,
when I found myself rebounding from injury. I’m
honestly not sure what made me think about mantras
more at that time; perhaps it was seeing other runners
adopt them and, like I usually think when I see runners
do things, I was inspired to figure out how I could do it
better.
So I thought about my goals for the season, and what I
would need to overcome to get there. My thoughts
wandered to the Six Million Dollar Man (OK, I guess I’m
dating myself a bit there), as most of that season was
about rebuilding and getting stronger post-injury. But a
big part of getting stronger is getting smarter as a runner, knowing when to hold ‘em and when
to fold ‘em (which didn’t really work as a mantra). So I settled on
better…faster…stronger…smarter – the first three are directly from the Six Million Dollar Man
intro, with my sole “value add” being the concept of thinking about what you are doing. Not
that I’m calling Steve Austin dumb…
For some reason, despite my lack of interest (and intelligence) about pop culture, my
subsequent mantras have always been drawn from it. Perhaps it’s a lack of creativity, though
I’d argue that my taste for “chick songs” is, at least, original (at least as far as male runners go).
Though I guess my first mantra was really the song that powered me through my first BQ in
Chicago 2002 – Eminem’s “Lose Yourself”. OK, forget what I said about being original.
But I digress. Now mantras are a regular part of my training process, and of my planning for
each season. As such, I have a couple of policies (OK, maybe they are more like “guidelines”)
about mantras:
● It is unique to the season, with the season being defined as the A-race I am targeting, of
which there are no greater than two per year.
● It is tied to my key development goal for the season. For example, when I sought to
defend the Towpath Marathon title in 2012, my mantra was “this place about to blow”
(yes, the song by Ke$ha), as the goal was to prove that 2011 wasn’t a fluke. A corollary
to this guideline – proper grammar isn’t critical.
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● It comes from a song. That way I can use it as motivation when I need to, such as before
a race or key workout (note – I rarely if ever listen to music while running). And I can
sing it to myself when I need it. Or in the shower.
● It should be rarely used. I believe that tonics like mantras lose their effect when they are
overused, just like most good things in life. It’s only when I need to dig deep or get
ready to execute that I think about my mantra.
So maybe my perspective on mantras is different than some, but I think we all evolve as
runners and the tools we use to motivate ourselves need to change as well. So if you want to
find me to debate this idea, I’ll be over in the corner listening to Margaret Durante’s (or Bella
Thorne’s, depending on who you believe), “Watch Me” (Do Me), celebrating this season of
really defining my own way to prepare for a half-marathon PR. And maybe someday I’ll stop
picking chick songs.
Greg Strosaker is a marathon-winning writer, coach, father, and husband. Find his inspirations
and advice on his blog PreDawnRunner.com, where you can register for his newsletter, or
follow his new column on Active.com.
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